Urban traffic dense-stereo obstacle classification using boosting over visual codebook features
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I. INTRODUCTION

The technological development from nowadays offered the constructors the possibility of increasing the number of intelligent vehicles on the market. Each such vehicle has at least a driving assistance system that alerts the driver in case of dangerous situations for avoiding an imminent accident. Some vehicles integrate more than just a driving assistance system. They have protection parts such as automatic triggered external airbags and automatic avoidance maneuver controllers for protecting the pedestrians.

The design of a driving assistance represents a challenge for research engineers. It should provide accurate obstacle detection, tracking and finally classification. In urban traffic scenarios, the frequency of scene background variation, the multitude of environmental conditions, the variety of scene objects and their distance from the acquisition video-cameras, the vibrations of the ego-vehicle and scene cluttering, all together make the obstacles detection, tracking and classification more complex and more difficult to achieve high accuracy results.

A variety of different technologies such as LASER-scanners, RADAR, LIDAR, ultrasound sensors, piezoelectric sensors, and video cameras are widely used for acquiring traffic scene information. However, the scene image acquisition using video cameras offers a large amount of information and it is the most similar with the human eyes-vision system, being a passive and clean acquisition modality, with no pollution and no dangerous factors for people and environment. Two stereo-cameras provide richer information than a single camera. This is recommended for all methods developed for solving driving assistance tasks.

The stereo acquisition system offers us the possibility to compute the depth map corresponding to each intensity image and the possibility to determine the motion vector for each scene point. This paradigm of using both 3D positioning (localization through intensity and depth) and motion vectors significantly improves obstacle detection.

Many driving assistance systems have a classification module for assigning a class to every obstacle that appears in the traffic scene. There are at least two different traffic scenarios in which the driving assistance systems are used. In highway environments, the traffic scene is simple and the obstacles that appear are just trucks, cars, and road-side fences. On the other hand, in urban traffic scenes, the classification process is much more difficult, due to the variety of obstacle types that increase the scene complexity.

We only considered four classes that are used for obstacle classification: cars, pedestrians, poles/trees and other obstacles. The most vulnerable traffic participants are pedestrians. In urban traffic scenarios, they should be accurately recognized and protected. Car detection is also important, for occupant cell localization, in order to avoid the passengers’ injury in case of an inevitable accident. Pole detection is required in order to avoid an imminent collision using an automatic maneuver and to compute the drivable lane based on the fact that poles are situated on the road-sides. Moreover, it is useful for detecting traffic lights and road signs. The class referring to other obstacles contains every scene object that is not a passenger, car or pole/tree.

Unfortunately, the other obstacles class may also contain parts from pedestrians, cars or poles/trees. Using a classic schema with specific features for the first three classes and a trained classifier, it may misclassify the instances from the other obstacles’ class. In this paper we present a full
classification system that shows an improvement of the classification compared with our previous approach.

The main contributions of the paper are: the visual codebook over HOG, LBP and texton features extraction from a large set of labeled traffic scene obstacles; training a robust boosting classifier; integrating this classification schema in a dense-stereo based system used for accurate obstacle detection. The final results prove that there is a significant improvement in the overall classification accuracy of the entire system.

II. RELATED WORK

Extensive research activities has been done for developing better and better solutions for obstacle detection, tracking and classification used in driving assistance systems. There are many types of vision-based driving assistance systems. However a stereo-based video camera obstacle classification system acquires more and accurate information from traffic scenes. Its architecture [1] contains four principal modules: image acquisition (left and right cameras), obstacle detection [2] based on both 2D intensity and 3D depth points grouping [3] and density maps [4]; motion field based obstacle tracking [5]; obstacle classification [6], [7].

After the requirement of having a good stereo-cameras acquisition system for acquiring high quality images, the obstacle detection plays a very important role in further processing: tracking, accurate feature extraction and classification. The localization and tracking of the obstacle ROI in 2D space could be a solution for further obstacle tracking. However, in dense situations, it has a set of disadvantages referring to the possibility of being occluded by other obstacles. The ROIs that are grouped together form a large blob and cause obstacle tracking errors for sure.

A solution is using a Kalman filter that estimates the parameters [8]. If the 3D geometry of an obstacle is defined, then it may solve the occlusion issue, keeping the disadvantage of the execution time. This approach isn’t likely to be used in driving assistance systems especially for obstacles with complex geometry. The issue of obstacle partial occlusion is mainly solved by defining the 3D models [9].

Obstacle tracking takes advantage of the invariant relevant features of moving obstacles (SIFT, SURF or other invariant features). The tracking procedure solves the obstacles’ partial occlusion issue, because an obstacle may correctly be tracked even if it only has one part that is visible. However, the difficulty resides in identifying those relevant features that are used for keeping track even if an object is partially occluded. Simple Harris corners [10] are used for obstacle tracking. The tracker validation is achieved with a classifier that uses the corner position and other attributes in the feature set. If the obstacle type is known (e.g. the tracked obstacle is a pedestrian), then body-silhouette models may successfully be used [11]. Other probabilistic appearances models are used in order to track each pedestrian inside a cluttered group [12], [13], [14].

Wavelets are also used for obstacle tracking and they are presented in [15]. First, the wavelet transform is applied for image decomposition. A neural network that takes a selected particular frequency band is used for vehicle detection. Then, every detected vehicle is tracked using its own location and the wavelet differences identify the correspondences between vehicle regions. A robust stochastic algorithm used for obstacle tracking, better than Kalman filter approaches, is described in [16]. In [17], a probabilistic tracking method is presented. It decomposes the human motion with the goal of recognizing basic human attitudes. A simple tracking using a mixture of temporal derivatives and template matching is developed in [18]. The results show a high tracking performance and classification in conditions of partial occlusions.

Obstacle classification is supported in literature by a large number of algorithms and methods. However, the issue of obtaining high accuracy obstacle classification results in complex traffic scenarios is not completely solved yet. A classification module mainly has the objective of assigning a class to each previously tracked object. A neural network is used in [19] in order to classify people, vehicles, and other background clutters. In [20], SVMs are used for classifying animals, humans and vehicles. Bikes, trucks, cars and humans classification based on appearance error correction technique is presented in [21].

A pattern matching approach using 2D image intensity information is used for obstacle classification [22]. Pedestrian detection using dense 3D information as a validation method is described in [23]. The reconstructed dense stereo 3D points is used just for validation due to the fact that they are noisy than the intensity data which has higher confidence. In [24], robust illumination independent features are combined in a boosting technique for building a fast Adaboost classifier. Multiple obstacle features are usually extracted in order to train a classifier for obstacles classification in every frame from the video sequence. The classifier is individually applied in each frame on every detected obstacle.

Visual codebook based approaches became popular over the last decade. A visual codebook can be trained for any local descriptor type. It consists of a set of possible local descriptor vectors, called codewords. Any local descriptor vector can be matched to one of the codewords (the most similar one, using a specific metric). This way, an image or an image region can be described by the distribution of codewords, by creating histograms over the codewords. These histograms can be further used as features for classification purposes. The codebook based approaches obtained state of the art results on classification challenges such as the Pascal VOC Challenge [25] or the ImageNET Challenge [26].

In this paper we propose boosting over codebook features for classifying obstacles in traffic scenarios. Boosting fuses a set of weak classifiers into a single strong classifier. The weak classifiers are selected from a large set of possible simple classifiers, such as decision stumps over classification features. Boosting was successfully applied for face detection in [27]. Torralba et al. proposed the joint boosting algorithm in [28] that can be used for multiclass classification. Joint boosting is based on feature sharing between multiple binary classifiers.
that lead to a final multiclass classifier. It was initially used for multiclass object detection [28]. State of the art results were recently obtained for semantic segmentation of images using joint boosting. Each pixel of the image is assigned to a semantic class such as sky, grass, car, etc. Boosting was successfully applied for the multiclass classification of individual pixels in [29],[30],[31]. This is a difficult task considering the large number of training instances (a single training image contains several hundred thousands of training pixels) and a high number of semantic classes (21 in the case of MSRC dataset [29]).

III. OBSTACLE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The obstacle classification system architecture with all its modules is briefly introduced in this chapter and depicted in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Obstacle classification system architecture](image)

The stereo vision image acquisition system acquires gray level left and right intensity images with resolution of 512x383 pixels. Stereo-reconstruction is performed using a TYZX hardware machine having as input the two intensity images. The result is a depth map that completes the 2D intensity information in a 3D points map. The depth map encodes, in each location point, the distance from the stereo acquisition cameras.

An obstacle detection module takes the 3D information and computes the 3D bounding boxes of all scene obstacles. The background points are filtered considering the information from the depth map. The remaining 3D points are more likely to be obstacle points.

The obstacle tracker is based on both dense stereo and optical flow information and it is used for tracking the obstacles that appear across multiple frames. It introduces a probabilistic cuboidal model for each obstacle and uses a different dynamic model for each obstacle class. The tracker module is able to store hierarchical obstacles. It is proven that the tracking module greatly improves the accuracy and performance of the obstacle detection.

IV. OBSTACLE DESCRIPTION

In order to classify an obstacle, features that can be used for classification have to be computed. In this work we propose the use of visual codebook features. First a set of local descriptors has to be specified for which the codebooks are created. We used three different descriptors: HOG, LBP and texton.

The HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) descriptor is based on the oriented gradients inside a pixel neighborhood. Initially it was used for constructing descriptor vectors for sliding windows in the context of pedestrian detection [32]. In our experiments we computed the HOG descriptors for 16x16 pixel regions in a 2x2 cell configuration (four 8x8 pixel cells) using 9 contrast insensitive orientation bins. A 36 dimensional descriptor vector is obtained.

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is used in various computer vision applications for local description purposes. State of the art results were used in [33] and [34] based on LBP descriptors. The main idea is that the center pixel of the local region is compared to several neighbor pixels. Each comparison results in a binary number (1 if it is greater or equal, 0 otherwise). In our experiments we used a 7x7 pixel region, i.e. the center pixel is compared to 48 neighbors, resulting in a 48 dimensional descriptor vector. The gray level intensity is used for comparison.

Texton features were used in [35] and [29] for color texture description. A set of linear filters are applied over the input image. The filter set consists of Gaussian filters over color channels, LoG (laplacian of Gaussian) filters, oriented first and second derivative over gray intensity. For grayscale application we use the gray intensity for the Gaussian filters instead of the color channels. The filters are computed at multiple scales. The concatenation of the filter responses at a pixel is used as a local descriptor vector. In our experiments we used the following 10 filters:

- Gaussian filter at $\sigma = 2$ and 4
- LoG filter at $\sigma = 2$ and 4 over gray intensity
- First order derivative of Gaussian at $\sigma = 2$ and 4 and at angles 0° and 90° over gray intensity
A different visual codebook is trained for each local descriptor type using set of training images for each obstacle. A large set of local descriptors are randomly sampled (in our experiments we used 500000 samples) for K-means clustering.

We used 200 cluster centers for each descriptor type. The resulting cluster centers, which are also descriptor vectors, will represent the words of the codebook. The codebook elements identify the most specific local descriptor responses and the most frequent ones.

Using a visual codebook, a codeword map can be created for each descriptor type. Each pixel location in an image is assigned to the most similar codeword from the codebook based on the local descriptor vector. Similarity is determined using Euclidean distance over the descriptor vectors. The codeword map of the image of an obstacle is shown in Figure 2. Each codeword is represented by a different intensity level.

The image or any region in the image can be described by the distribution of codewords. We used 17 regions resulting from 4 different image partitionings, presented in Figure 3. For each region, each codeword is counted and normalized to the region size. A total of 17x3x200 features result that can be used for classification. Because the regions are defined relatively to the height and width of the object, the number of features does not depend on the size and aspect ratio of the object.

V. OBSTACLE CLASSIFICATION

In order to recognize the obstacles in a traffic scene, each detected obstacle is classified based on visual codebook features. In this work we show how boosting can be applied over these features.

We employ the Joint Boosting algorithm of [28] that proved to be efficient in different complex applications for multiclass classification as presented in Chapter II. A strong classifier is built iteratively using weak classifiers based on decision stump. Joint boosting exploits the fact that the same weak learner can be used for multiple classes. This way the algorithm focuses on weak classifiers that generalize well and improves generalization for the strong classifier.

The visual codebook features can be easily used for boosting. We define a weak classifier by a decision stump over the normalized codeword count in one of the 17 regions (from the 4 partitionings). The training procedure consists of multiple boosting rounds. Each boosting round searches exhaustively for the weak classifier that provides the smallest classification error rate over the training set. After finding the best performing weak classifier, the training instances are reweighted. Instances that are misclassified are penalized with a higher weight. This will affect the classification error rate computation in the next boosting round. Before the first round, each training instance is weighted equally.

Within boosting the classification of the image of an obstacle consists of \( K \) decision stumps, i.e. comparison of individual normalized codeword counts to a threshold, where \( K \) represents the number of training boosting rounds. For faster training speed and reduction of overfitting [29] recommend the use of a larger number of boosting rounds and a smaller random subset of the training features in each round. In our experiments we used 20000 rounds and 0.01 sampling rate of training features. This way, during training, each individual feature was used 200 times on average.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter we present our experimental results obtained with the proposed classification system based on the visual codebook. A comparison between this approach and a previous method is presented as well.

We evaluate the boosting classifier trained with the visual codebook over HOG, LBP and texton features considering 25000 instances from each class (car, pedestrian, pole/tree,
other obstacle). The evaluation was done using a 10 fold cross-validation procedure. The confusion matrix and the performance metrics are presented in TABLE I and TABLE II respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground truth</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>23640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole/Tree</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Obstacle</td>
<td>1629</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>TP Rate</th>
<th>FP Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole/Tree</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Obstacle</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERALL</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In an older approach we developed a random forest classifier based on a large feature set containing obstacle dimensions, speed, pattern matching, texture dissimilarity etc. The performance measurements of that classifier evaluated using the same procedures (25000 instances from each class, 10 fold cross-validation) are presented in TABLE III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>TP Rate</th>
<th>FP Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole/Tree</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Obstacle</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVERAGE</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We achieved better classification results on almost all classes. However the significant improvement is obtained on the class of other obstacles. In Figure 4 is shown an example of a comparative urban traffic obstacle classification (cars with red, pedestrians with yellow and poles/trees with green) using both the older approach vs. the new approach. The remark is that in the older approach the truck and the rightmost pole were detected by the obstacle detection module, but they were classified as being other obstacles. The new classifier correctly classifies them as a car (truck) and a pole/tree respectively.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a fast real-time dense-stereo based obstacle classification system used in urban traffic scenes. The system integrates a visual codebook over features like HOG, LBP and texton. A boosting schema is selected for building a powerful classifier. Scene obstacles are classified in four main classes: cars, pedestrians, poles/trees and other obstacles. The image acquisition system is composed of a pair of gray levels stereo video-cameras. A multi-paradigm that uses both 2D intensity and 3D depth information is used for accurate obstacles segmentation. The visual codebook is extracted from a large set manually labeled obstacles. They are further used for training a robust boosting classifier. The comparative classification results with an older approach based on a random forest classifier show a considerable overall improvement, especially for the class of other obstacles.

The classification system achieves real-time execution at about 20 fps on a PC with an Intel Core i7 processor at 3.4 GHz frequency.
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